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Hello, loyal Garden Plot readers.  After more than 30 columns, I’m sorry to say that this is my last one.  

Unfortunately, I need to focus just a little more on my research, and I’d also like to have more time to revise my 

free manual for beginning gardeners (still available under “gardening tips” at 

http://www.eagleheightsgardens.org/ along with all of my previous columns).  I will still be living in Eagle 

Heights and will continue to serve as Chair of the Eagle Heights Garden Committee, so I hope to see you in the 

gardens and at committee meetings.   Fortunately, fellow Eagle Heights resident Sarah Goupell has volunteered 

to take over from me in this space.  Sarah is a professional writer as well as an avid gardener and cook, and I am 

confident that she will continue to bring you reliable information about gardening and related subjects that’s 

also interesting to read.  Thank you, Sarah! 

 

Possible garden tasks for December: Plan your garden for next year and begin to think about ordering seeds 

(see my April and December 2007 columns on these subjects at the address mentioned above).  Collect recipes 

that use vegetables you like to grow (a topic on which I never got around to writing a column, but meant to…).   

 

News from the Eagle Heights Garden Committee October meeting:  The 2010 garden plot application should be 

available on the gardens’ web site and in the community center in about the middle of December (a month 

earlier than in recent years!).  Applications should be submitted before Feb. 15.   

   Much progress has been made on building a stone wall in the 700 row for erosion prevention. Many thanks to 

Will Waller, Gretel Dentine, and the many other gardeners who have put in work on this large, important 

project.  Work will continue in the spring.   

   The garden’s collection of carts is aging and in poor condition; new carts are expensive and the budget will be 

tight this coming year, but we will replace and repair as many as we can. 

   The toilet at the Eagle Heights Gardens will remain in place for 2010, but the committee would like to 

investigate the possibility of removing the portable toilet next to University Houses Gardens. If you or anyone 

you know has an objection to the removal of this toilet, please let the committee know at 

ehgardens@rso.wisc.edu.    

   Theft has been a significant issue in the gardens this year; suggestions for preventing theft are listed in the 

official minutes for this meeting at http://www.eagleheightsgardens.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=285.  

     

This month’s column:  For my last piece, I thought I might step away from the garden and talk about a topic that 

relates to the research I do.  It explains something important about the food you buy in stores, so I hope you find 

it interesting even though it’s not about gardening.  The piece begins with a reference to an American children’s 

song called “Old MacDonald Had a Farm,” and includes mention of pheasants, which are wild birds popular 

with American hunters.  

   Remember Old MacDonald’s farm? You know – “a ‘moo, moo’ here, an ‘oink, oink’ there,” and all the rest? 

Depending on how you sang the song, he had at least three or four kinds of livestock, and they were loud.  

   Drive through most of the upper Midwest today, though, and there’s nothing to hear except the wind rustling 

through mile after mile of corn and soybeans. In the late fall, winter and spring, even those two crops are gone. 

There’s just bare soil in a million shades of brown and gray, blowing and washing away. 

   It might seem like a strange thing to ask, but given what the land looks like today, just where did the Old 

MacDonald song come from? Has there always been this sea of corn and soybeans, or were there once farms 

with a diversity of both plants and animals? 

   One take on these questions comes from what might seem like an odd source, a 1977 book called “The Ring-

Necked Pheasant in Iowa,” by Allen Farris, Eugene Klonglan and Richard Nomsen. To help explain why 

populations of pheasants were declining across the state, these researchers created maps showing how farmers’ 

use of a small part of the state had changed from 1941 to 1976. 

   Their 1941 map is a rainbow of colors representing corn, oats, alfalfa hay, grass hay and a half-dozen other 

crops and land uses. Large pieces of the land are described as wetland or as “idle,” meaning that farmers were 

letting them sit and recover fertility for a year or more between plantings. Soybeans are in the picture, but they 



cover less than 5 percent of the land. 

   The landscape of 1941 didn’t look like this “just because” — it looked like this because of all the noisy 

animals in the song. 

   For starters, some farmers still farmed with horses, so they had to grow crops that horses like. More 

important, while farmers of 1941 wanted high-value grains like wheat and corn that they could sell off the farm, 

they didn’t yet have the mined and manufactured fertilizers needed to get high yields from those crops. Instead, 

they collected nutrients from large areas of land using low-value crops like grass and alfalfa, fed them to 

animals, and let the animals concentrate the nutrients in their manure. The manure was then used to fertilize 

small fields of grains.  

   Flip to the book’s 1976 map, and the difference in the landscape is astonishing. There are a few small 

plantings of oats and alfalfa left, but more than 95 percent of farmland is devoted to corn and soybeans. The 

“idle” land, pasture and wetlands are gone, each now producing either corn or soybeans every year. 

   What happened from 1941 to 1976? In a nutshell, the raising of animals became divorced from the growing of 

crops. Tractors replaced horses, and fertilizers freed farmers from their dependence on manure. Farmers could 

grow as much grain as they wanted, and did so on every available scrap of land. 

   Were these changes positive? Certainly not for the pheasants, and probably not for the rest of us. 

   The pheasants lost food sources and hiding places as the landscape became simpler, and farmers lost income 

or went out of business entirely as the new way of farming led to chronic overproduction of grain. We now feed 

more than 50 percent of our grain to animals in factories, a practice that makes some of them sick and makes 

their manure a waste problem instead of a resource. We’ve stuffed ourselves, too, increasing portion sizes and 

sneaking grain products like corn syrup into foods that had been fine without them. Finally, because the roots of 

alfalfa and grass held soil in place better than did the corn and soybeans that replaced them, the land itself has 

suffered.  

   We could tip the equation back toward more diversified farms by reforming farm policy to favor conservation 

over production. Right now, the government pays billions each year to keep farmers growing cheap raw 

material for commodity companies. Without those subsidies, a lot of land now planted to grain would quickly 

become pasture.  

   Perhaps someday we can once again have a “moo, moo” here and an “oink, oink” there.  

 


